The Met Office has developed the Virtual Met Mast™ (VMM) tool for assessing the feasibility of potential wind farm sites. It provides site-specific climatological wind information for both onshore and offshore locations. The VMM relies on existing data from past forecasts from regional-scale numerical weather prediction (NWP) models, to which corrections are applied to account for local site complexity. The techniques include corrections to account for the enhanced roughness lengths used in NWP models to represent drag due to sub-grid orography, and downscaling methods which predict local wind acceleration over small-scale terrain. The corrected NWP data are extended to cover long periods (decades) using a technique in which the data are related to alternative long-term datasets. For locations in the UK the VMM currently relies on operational mesoscale model forecast data at 4km horizontal resolution. Predictions have been verified against observations made at typical wind turbine hub heights at over 80 sites across the UK. In general the predictions compare well with the observations. The techniques provide an efficient method for screening potential wind resource sites. Examples of how the VMM techniques can be used to produce local wind maps are also presented.
INTRODUCTION
Climatological information on wind speed and direction are needed for many applications from major construction projects (e.g. of bridges) and the design of buildings to influencing how trees are planted and where forests should be located [e.g. 1; 2; 3].
The current rapid increase in the use of wind as a clean and renewable energy source is another application of vital importance. For a wind farm to operate successfully and provide a worthwhile power output a minimum average wind speed must be achieved. Additionally if the wind speeds frequently exceed the maximum safe thresholds for the turbines then a site may be unsuitable. Strong turbulence, due perhaps to local terrain or nearby forest, can also affect the viability of wind farm sites.
The traditional Measure-Correlate-Predict (MCP) approach to estimate local wind climatology makes measurements at the site of interest, correlating these with long-term measurements from nearby, and uses this correlation to predict the wind over the period of the long-term data [e.g. 4; 5 ; 6] . A number of different correlation and prediction techniques can be used, with different degrees of sophistication [e.g. 7 ; 5] . To provide a reliable estimate of wind climatology for a given site, MCP requires: a) Measurements must be made at the site of interest over a sufficiently long period (e.g. a year) for statistically robust correlations between the measurements and the existing data from nearby. This can be an expensive (and potentially uneconomical) process because ideally the measurements should be at turbine hub height and therefore requires either a specialist mast system or a remote sensing approach. The financial cost offshore will be substantially higher. b) The long-term data at the reference location must be of a consistently high quality, with known instrument faults or changes corrected. The period must be sufficiently long to represent the local climatology. Typically a minimum period of 20 years is required. The reference location should be close to the site of interest, and sufficiently similar in nature that the wind at the two sites is strongly correlated. Clearly, if the winds experienced at the sites are very different (due to local topographic variations, for example) then the method will fail. Modelling techniques can be used to account for the effects of local site complexity but the difficulties of modelling airflow in complex terrain mean this may not be successful [8; 9; 10] An alternative approach to MCP is to generate synthetic reference climatology data. Over recent years there has been a growing trend of the use of numerical weather prediction (NWP) data for the generation of climatological wind predictions [4; 11] . Run at sufficiently high horizontal resolution, modern NWP models can, in principle at least, account for local variations in orography and the land surface, and therefore be used to generate site specific wind predictions. One advantage of using model data over reference observations is that model data can be co-located with the target site, avoiding the uncertainties due to using observations at a different site. A recent study [12] shows using model data in place of reference site observations can work well in a MCP approach.
The use of NWP data for climatological wind predictions relies on an accurate model run at high spatial resolution. The resolution requirements will generally depend on the site location. A relatively coarse horizontal grid spacing of a few kilometres may be sufficient for an offshore site, whereas hundreds or even tens of metres may be required over complex terrain. These requirements mean that the modelling must be done over limited areas, using the grid nesting approach typically used for regional NWP whereby the simulations are driven by boundary condition data obtained from a coarser resolution simulation. The need for longterm data for a representative climatology places a severe constraint on what resolutions can be used in practice. Limitations in computer resource may mean that some element of postprocessing of the NWP data will be required in order that local site detail is accounted for.
The purpose of this paper is to describe a method for deriving site-specific wind climatological information from NWP model data and demonstrate how this can provide a useful alternative to the traditional MCP technique. The method forms the basis of the Met Office Virtual Met Mast™ (VMM) approach, a site-screening tool to provide an initial assessment of a site's potential suitability as a wind farm. The VMM approach produces a site specific time series of wind speed and direction that can be used for a number of applications, such as initial site-screening before conducting a measurement campaign, or as an input for further modelling (including CFD) or investigation. For small wind projects (up to 500kW) the VMM is considered to be a bankable product alleviating the need for at site measurements.
The VMM approach for sites in the UK relies on archived operational Met Office mesoscale forecasts, produced using the Met Office Unified Model (UM) [13] . Between 2006 and 2011, the highest resolution forecasts over the UK used a horizontal grid spacing of 4km (the UK4 configuration). Starting in 2011 operational forecasts have also been made using the UKV configuration at a resolution of 1.5km [14] . The method described in this paper makes use of both the UK4 and UKV models, along with NWP post-processing techniques developed to correct model winds in complex terrain [15] . These UK4 forecast data have also been assessed for suitability to wind energy applications by [12] , who showed that the model winds were on average better able to represent the long-term trends at the target sites than nearby observations.
The remainder of this paper is set out as follows. A summary of the UK4 and UKV models and the archived NWP data is provided in Section 2. A set of re-runs of the UK4 model required to extend the archive period, is described in Section 3. The post-processing techniques designed to correct the NWP data and account for local (unresolved) features of the orography are discussed in Section 4. Examples of the VMM method applied at specific locations are presented and compared against measurements in Section 5. Some extensions to the VMM approach are discussed in Section 6 including extending the results using reanalysis data and using the VMM approach to generate regional wind atlases. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
MET OFFICE UK OPERATIONAL MESOSCALE MODELS
The UM is used operationally for both global and limited area NWP as well as climate and coupled atmosphere-ocean Earth-system modelling. The UM is a recognised state-of-the art forecast and climate seamless modelling system [13] . Current operational limited area forecasts which cover the UK are run with horizontal resolutions of 4.4 to 1.5km. Both 4km (UK4) and 1.5km (UKV) resolution configurations include data assimilation and use 70 vertical levels, extending up to 40km. The vertical grid is stretched, with finer resolution in the boundary layer, becoming progressively coarser through the troposphere and stratosphere. 
UK4 HINDCAST
Due to the archive of UK4 data only dating from 2006, forecasts from 2001 to 2006 were rerun to give a >10 year set of 4km resolution forecasts. As these were not produced in real time, it was not possible to start from Met Office initial conditions, but were initialised from ERA-Interim reanalysis data produced by European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) [16] . Reanalysis data initialised a global model every 48 hours, which drove a Western European model and in turn a UK model ( Figure 1 ) with specifications detailed in Table 1 . As the UK4 is an operational forecasting model it is continually being developed and upgraded so the archived forecasts are not produced from one consistent model version back to 2007. Conversely the hindcasts were completed using only one model configuration. Due to the lack of data assimilation, different initial data and run lengths, there are differences between the hindcasts and operational forecasts. Four years of overlapping data between the two have been verified against observations available during this period. The reruns have a similar level of accuracy to the operational archived forecasts but, as expected, do not verify quite as well ( Table 2 ). For this reason when operational forecasts are available (2007 onwards) these are used but, despite the slight degradation in accuracy, the hindcast is used between 2001 and 2006 to increase the length of the data used in the VMM. The benefits of using a longer data period outweigh the slight loss in accuracy in the hindcast data.
The following conventions are used for all verification results discussed in this paper unless otherwise stated:
1. When one site has data at different heights, all heights are used and a mean then taken. 2. The "mean of |bias|" is the mean of the absolute values of the station biases. 3. To ensure the results are not dominated by short observation periods, a linear weighting of 0 to 1 is applied as a function of record length up to 360 days, and full weight is given for all observations longer than this. Typical records are between 6 months and 2 years in length. The shortest record was 20 days, with the longest being over 10 years.
POST-PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
In common with many NWP models, the UM includes physical parameterisations for the effects of unresolved orography. One involves the use of an effective (orographic) roughness length to represent the turbulent form drag exerted on the flow in the boundary layer by subgrid orography. The orographic roughness approach is based on the fact that sufficiently high above the ground, observations of wind profiles over complex terrain resemble those which occur over flat terrain, but with a substantially higher roughness length than that due to the vegetation [17] . The parameterisation involves an estimate of the drag force which would be exerted on the flow by the unresolved hills. This drag is added to the surface stress, which is in turn used to define an effective roughness length. The drag (and hence orographic roughness length) is directly related to the average peak-to-trough amplitude (H/2) and silhouette area per unit area (A/S) of the sub-grid orography [18] . Within the UM these subgrid parameters are derived from 100m resolution terrain datasets.
The parameterisation has been shown to improve NWP performance, through its beneficial impact on the synoptic-scale flow. However, one undesirable consequence of this approach is in regions of complex orography where the enhanced roughness causes an excessive reduction in the near-surface wind speed [15] . Unless this is corrected for, the model winds in the lowest O(100m) will have a slow bias and will be unsuitable for wind climatology purposes. This effect is illustrated by Figure 2 , which shows mean UK4 forecast wind speeds represented as anomalies from the area average at 33.3, 93.3 and 513.3m agl, computed over the period 2008-2011. At 33.3m (Figure 2 (a)), regions of significant orography, such as west Scotland, Cumbria (north-west England) and Wales contain greatly reduced wind speeds which are unrealistic. Note that the effect of the orographic roughness decays with height through the boundary layer. At 93.3m agl (Figure 2(b) ), the very large reductions in wind speed are not as wide spread. Significant decreases in wind speed are present only across the regions of highest terrain (western Scotland). However, it is not until heights of ~500m ( Figure 2 (c)) that the artificial reduction is no longer observed over the most complex terrain. The unphysical reductions in winds must be corrected to estimate wind climatology in areas of complex terrain. The VMM uses a scheme which follows that developed for correcting and downscaling winds in the Met Office nowcasting system [15] . This method consists of two main steps. Firstly a correction is applied to the model winds to account for the enhanced roughness length, increasing the wind speed to a value more consistent with the local vegetative roughness (Section 4.1). Then a downscaling adjustment is applied to account for local acceleration due to orography which is not resolved on the model (4km resolution) grid (Section 4.2). A brief description is given below, with the changes which have been developed for the VMM. 
Step 1: Orographic roughness correction
where a is a tuneable parameter and
is the horizontal wavenumber, then provides a depth scale over which the hill induced flow perturbations are expected to decay with height in neutrally stratified flow. Equation (1) is the expression used by [15] . It is expected that ref z will be relatively high over regions of complex orography, because the subgrid peak-to-trough heights (H/2) will be large and lower over flatter regions. In practice, however, this approach can lead to spuriously high values of ref z in only modest terrain if A/S is sufficiently small (relative to H/2). This is avoided in the VMM implementation by defining limits on some of the parameters as follows:
where the limiting parameters ( ) min 2 H
, min
x Δ and max x Δ are set to 1m, 500m and 4km, respectively, β=-4 and α is a tuning parameter, which defines the proportion to which the hill induced flow perturbations will decay exponentially to (relative to their surface values) between the ground and Above the reference height the flow is assumed insignificantly affected by the orographic roughness. Where the height for which a wind prediction is required (e.g. the wind turbine hub height) is above ref z , no adjustment is made for orographic roughness. When the prediction height, hub z , is below ref z , a neutral logarithmic wind profile is assumed below ref z and the roughness corrected wind speed is:
where 0 z and d are the local vegetative roughness length and displacement height, respectively, which are calculated on a 1km grid using a high-resolution land use dataset (~100m resolution). Details of the calculation of 0 z and d and hence how they have been used at each grid point can be found in [19] . To calculate the area-averaged values used in the VMM the value for the site is calculated from the values of 0 z and d at the 4 surrounding model grid points. No account is taken here for the effect of non-neutral stability either in calculating ref z or extrapolating downwards. Further improvements could be made by doing so, but note that !" is not used directly but only to calculate a scaling factor in order to preserve the diurnal cycle.
Scaling to account for the diurnal cycle
The correct phase of the diurnal cycle of wind speeds can be lost using the roughness correction. Observations show that reduced stability and greater vertical mixing in the middle of the day results in upper layers exchanging momentum with lower layers. Therefore at lower elevations the diurnal cycle typically has enhanced wind speeds during daylight around midday, whilst at upper elevations the reverse occurs (see Figure 5 ). In the VMM, using the elevated winds at the reference height ( ) ref U z to correct each hour will reverse the diurnal cycle at lower elevations. This is particularly evident for sites in complex terrain as it is these areas that have the higher values of ref z so that the roughness correction uses higher level winds. The model reproduces the reversed diurnal phase with height over both flat and complex terrain, although no multilevel high mast data has been found to validate the complex terrain behaviour. To eliminate this in the VMM a scaling factor is calculated by taking the average ratio of the winds before and after the roughness correction is applied. The average factors are derived for each month. The uncorrected hourly wind time series is then multiplied by these scaling factors; this preserves the mean wind speed from the roughness corrected wind speeds but also preserves the diurnal cycle from the uncorrected winds, which the model is usually able to predict well. This is done for each month in the 10 year time series, although using shorter periods of a few days produces wind speeds of similar accuracy. Henceforth this additional step combined with the roughness correction is referred to as the scaled roughness correction, Method 1As. This empirical procedure has been designed to compensate in part for the neglect of stability in the roughness correction, as the uncorrected winds account for stability through the model's boundary layer scheme.
Method 1B: Use of UKV forecasts to develop a roughness correction
Since 2011 the Met Office has the operational variable resolution configuration of the UM known as the UKV which has a resolution of 1.5km over the UK. The UKV does not contain the orographic roughness parameterisation that reduces the low-level winds over complex orography, as verification of the model suggests this would degrade forecast skill and at such high resolution the orography is better resolved. It is possible to use the archived operational UKV forecasts to correct the UK4 forecasts that include this scheme, removing the necessity for Method 1A. Two complete years (2011-2012) of UKV forecasts have been used in a linear regression against the corresponding 2 years of the UK4 forecasts. The linear regression parameters are then applied to the UK4 winds. Different regression factors are derived at each of the model levels from the surface up to a height of 360m. Figure 6 shows the calculated values of the intercept (α) and slope (β) at a sample height of 93.3m agl. The areas with a non-zero value of ref z in Figure 4 , i.e. where the scaled roughness correction is applied correspond well to the areas with the highest β values, which is consistent with the highest and most complex orographic sites most affected by the effective roughness parameterisation. Over most of the UK β is ~1±0.1 and α is small but positive, which shows there is an approximate 1-1 correlation between the wind speeds from the UKV and the UK4. Over most of the UK α being slightly positive is expected as the UKV winds are on average stronger than those from the UK4. Example vertical profiles of α and β are shown for a high complexity site, Springhill (further details about this site in Section 5), in Figure 7 . As expected the intercept tends to zero and the gradient to 1 at higher heights as the effects of the orographic roughness decreases with height. For lower and medium complexity locations these tend to decay at lower altitudes. Over sea α and β are much closer to zero and one everywhere and at all heights. 
Step 2: Downscaling for sub-grid orography effects
In addition to the roughness correction described in [15] , an adjustment is applied to account for the speed-up effects of unresolved orography.
Method 2A: Simple Howard and Clark (2007) height adjustment
Following [15] , a simple approach involves applying a simplified form of the linear solution for turbulent flow over hills [20] to account for the effect of the difference between the height of the model orography and the true orographic height. In this simple method a reference height is estimated as the inverse horizontal wavenumber of the sub-grid orography and, based on linear theory for the wind perturbations, a velocity perturbation is estimated using Equation 7 of [15] . This perturbation is applied to the scaled roughness corrected wind speed. Initially this method was used in the VMM, but this has since been replaced by a more sophisticated technique (see Method 2B, below).
Method 2B: A 3D linear model adjustment
An alternative and more sophisticated approach is to derive the full three-dimensional linear solution for turbulent flow over the local terrain and use this to adjust the roughness scaled wind predictions. The method applied in VMM, which replaces Method 2A, is based on 'model D' of [20] . This is a steady-state quasi-analytic solution for neutrally stratified turbulent boundary layer flow. The solution is obtained by taking a two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform of the terrain height data and solving for each Fourier component of the horizontal velocity perturbation. Unlike Method 2A, this approach avoids the need to estimate a single length scale for the orography, and also allows directional effects to be accounted for.
For a given site the terrain data is extracted from the 100m gridded DTED data set over 25.6×25.6km area centred on the site. To avoid spurious effects from periodicity (implicit in the use of a discrete Fourier transform) a tapering function is applied to the terrain data:
where r is the distance from the site and R is half the domain width (i.e. 12.8km).
Model D solutions are then computed for 72 equally spaced wind directions, and a separate speed-up factor, s Δ is computed for each direction at each required elevation,
where D U and 0 U are the model D and unperturbed horizontal velocity, respectively. A direction-height look-up table for s Δ is then used to adjust the scaled roughness wind speed time series to account for the local orography.
COMPARISONS WITH OBSERVATIONS
The VMM has been extensively verified based on a large sample of 211 unique location-elevation pairings across 92 sites in the UK giving 175 site-years of observations. The observations comprise of a combination of meteorological mast data on prospective sites and Nacelle data from turbines in operation.
Each site is classified as offshore, near-shore, low, medium, or high complexity based on the values of A S (silhouette area per unit area) computed from the 100m terrain data. The categories are defined as follows:
where D is the distance to the nearest land. Figure 8 shows time series of monthly mean wind speeds at 3 sites: Springhill, a high complexity hill-top location in Shropshire, UK, where a 30m turbulence mast was deployed for ~1 year [21] ; Cardington, a low complexity site in Bedfordshire with over 7.5 years of data; and Cabauw, a low complexity site in the Netherlands with 11 years of observations. The VMM results replicate the observations reasonably well with a high degree of correlation (R 2 values are 99, 95 and 96% respectively.).
Figure 8: Monthly mean wind speeds at (a) Springhill 30m, (b) Cardington 50m and (c) Cabauw 140m. VMM has had
Methods 1As and 2B applied. Figure 9 shows the monthly mean bias and RMSE at the different stages of the VMM process for Springhill. At this site there is a modest improvement in both the bias and RMSE when the scaled roughness correction is applied, the height adjustment then increases the wind speeds, but too much, so there is now a positive bias, but an improvement in the RMSE. At this site the surrounding orography ( Figure 10) is very complex and the simple height adjustment fails to allow for this properly. The 3D linear model takes better account of the orographic complexity, increasing the scaled roughness wind speeds, but to a lesser extent, causing the bias to be almost zero, and reducing the RMSE further. Table 3 shows the correlation (R 2 ) between the observed and modelled wind speed at the different stages of the VMM process. The R 2 values for uncorrected, scaled roughness corrected (1As) and UKV corrected (1B) winds are ~65.7-66.6%; applying the height adjustment to the scaled roughness corrected winds (1As&2A) improves R 2 by 0.5%; however applying the 3D linear model (1As&2B) instead improves R 2 further to 68.4% and using the UKV and linear adjustment (1B&2B) the R 2 is slightly lower at 67.8%. When looking at the monthly R 2 the correlations are very high at all stages. The R 2 for the mean diurnal shows the requirement for the scaling following the roughness correction (1A), and that if the height correction (2A) was used a scaling would also need to be applied there. Figure 11 shows hourly wind speeds for VMM, when both the scaled roughness correction (1As) and 3D linear model adjustment (2B) have been applied, plotted against observations at Springhill. Mostly there is a good agreement between VMM and the observations. For 28% of cases the VMM wind speed is within 10% of the observed and similarly 51% are within 20% of the observed. For 47% of cases the VMM wind speed is within ±1ms -1 of the observed, and 78% are within ±2ms -1 of the observed. As discussed in Section 4.1 ( Figure 5 ) the average diurnal cycle of the wind speeds can be of opposite phase to that at lower levels, which can lead to a reversal in the diurnal cycle at lower levels when the upper level winds are brought down in the 1A roughness correction (maximum winds at night, minimum winds in the middle of the day). The scaled roughness correction (1As) corrects this, and an example of the diurnal cycles at 30m at Springhill is shown in Figure 12 . The shape and amplitude of the observed diurnal cycle has been replicated by the uncorrected model winds. However there is an offset in the values. The scaled roughness correction (1As) preserves the diurnal variation and the 3D linear model scaling (2B) brings the VMM winds into close agreement with the observed values. In contrast the direct application of the roughness correction (1A) distorts the diurnal variation which is further distorted by the height correction (2A).
Figure 12: Average diurnal cycle at Springhill (30m) for observations and VMM corrected winds.
A wind rose comparison of 30m winds at Springhill (Figure 13 ) shows the VMM successfully captures the main frequency and strength distribution in the twelve directional bins, with a slight veering away from the observed in the south-westerly bins. An accurate distribution of wind speed is needed to estimate the expected wind power at a site as the power depends on the wind speed cubed. At Springhill the fully corrected and adjusted wind distribution (Figure 14(b) ) agrees well with the observed distribution ( Figure  14(c) ), satisfying a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of fit at 5% significance. In contrast, the uncorrected winds (Figure 14(a) ) are a much poorer representation of the observed due to errors in both location and spread. at 30m for (a) uncorrected, (b) fully corrected and (c) observed.
Due to the commercial sensitivity of most of the data used to verify the VMM, it is possible to show the site specific results only for a limited number. Table 5 shows the breakdown of how all the sites are distributed across the complexity classes both on land (76) and offshore (16) . These are spread geographically across the UK, as shown later in Figure 16 , however only 86 of them are within the UKV domain. Table 4 is a summary of verification statistics across each stage of the adjustment process across all sites where data are available. In addition to the different stages and corrections of the VMM the statistics of using just the ERA-Interim reanalysis data, interpolated to each site location and height, are also shown to demonstrate the large improvement due to the downscaling (uncorrected compared to reanalysis), as well as the smaller improvements from each of the different correction steps. Mean R 2 values for hourly, monthly and diurnal means are 72, 91 and 87% compared to 71, 88 and 72% for the reanalysis, with small changes from the post-processing except for the roughness and height corrected, as for Springhill ( Table 3 ).
The VMM performance for the fully corrected results (1As&2B) for different complexity (Table 5) shows the offshore and near-shore sites have smallest errors and the medium and high complexity sites have the largest errors as expected. The relatively small mean biases indicate there is no overall systematic bias from the NWP plus adjustments.
Observations at a variety of heights from 10 to 200m above ground/sea level are used. Figure  15 shows the mean bias and standard deviation around the mean for all of the location elevation pairings. Observations are split into 10m bins (Figure 15(a) ) and are also averaged (Figure 15(b) ). Note Figure 15 (a) only shows results for heights between 10 and 100m, whereas Figure 15 (b) shows the result for heights between 10 and 200m. The reason for not including the results between 100 and 200m in Figure 15 (a) is due to the small number (4) of measurements available above 100m. It might be expected that with increasing hub height the VMM would perform better as the local surface has a lesser effect on the winds. Figure 15 possibly reflects this but the results are not statistically significant. Each height bin has a different frequency distribution of site classification hence it is not possible to separate out the effects of hub height from site complexity. Many more observations would be required to do this.
The average bias in the VMM compared to the observations is plotted spatially in Figure 16 . This shows that there is a small spatial bias variation in the VMM with a tendency to overestimate in southern UK and under-estimate in northern UK. The largest over-estimation is for Wales, but as there are relatively few observation sites the results should not be regarded as significant; the impact of sampling will be high. Figure 16 : The mean biases between VMM predicted and observed wind speeds at a basket of 92 sites, with hub heights between 10 and 200m agl. The distribution of these biases has been plotted as pie charts for land sites in 4 areas approximately based on countries and one for sea. Where there is more than one height available for a station an average over the heights has been taken and that value of the bias used. The number in brackets refers to the number of sites in that region. Table 6 shows the same statistics as Table 5 split by complexity type using the alternative orographic correction by UKV scaling combined with the linear adjustment (1B&2B).
Comparison of the two tables shows over all sites similar accuracy is obtained for the standard deviation. Results for complexity types differ more, with standard deviation better using UKV for all except low complexity; mean biases are usually worse using UKV.
EXTENSIONS TO THE VMM METHOD
This paper has outlined and verified the basic VMM method. Additional extensions are described in this section. The VMM results are extended to establish a longer period climatology (Section 6.1) and wind maps showing the relative local wind speeds about the site are also produced (Section 6.2). Finally the VMM approach can be extended on a grid to generate wind atlases (Section 6.3).
Extension of time series to establish a longer period climatology
Although the UK4 archive data set has been extended through hindcasts (Section 3) the base 4km data still only covers from 2001 to the present day. It is desirable to extend the climatology to a longer period by establishing a relationship between ERA-Interim reanalysis data and the VMM time series. ERA-Interim is available from 01 January 1979 to approximately present day at a T255 spectral horizontal resolution which corresponds to approximately 79km. A conditional probability matrix is used to relate the VMM hub-height winds to those of ERA-Interim reanalysis over the common period of 2001 to the present day. The matrix is then applied to the distribution of winds in ERA-Interim over the longer ERA period to derive an implied longer term climatology of hub height winds. This is an extension of the method sometimes used in MCP [22] .
Time series of winds, c u , are extracted from ERA-Interim at a 60m nominal height for the full period. These winds are related to the downscaled winds from the VMM at the hub height, hub u , using a matrix method. A probability matrix is calculated with a wind speed bin size of 1ms -1 and 30° wind direction bins for the overlapping period between hub u and c u . The element (l, k) of the matrix is the probability of hub u in bin k when c u lies in bin l which is given by:
The wind probability distribution over the full period at hub height is given by the matrix multiplication 
where l P is the wind distribution of c u over the full period. If a bin is not populated by the 10 years of overlapping data a one-to-one correspondence is assumed. The 10 years of overlap samples all wind direction bins, but not all the higher wind speed bins (that are present, albeit rarely, in the long period) may be sampled. The one-to-one correspondence could result in slight over/under-estimation of the long-term mean wind speeds, depending on the relative occurrence of the unsampled wind speeds and the difference between the hub level wind speeds and the 60m nominal ERA wind speeds. An alternative assumption of zero probability for the unpopulated bins results in typical differences of 0.01ms -1 (0.02%) between the long term means as typically only 0.1% of the joint probability bins are unpopulated.
The probability matrix and wind distributions permits simultaneous and consistent adjustment for differences in both wind direction and wind speeds between the VMM downscaled winds and the ERA-Interim winds. This has two major advantages compared to traditional linear regression methods; in the latter, directional changes are harder to treat properly, and so may for example compromise the accuracy of the long term wind rose. This means locally forced flow that may be better represented at 4km resolution will be more accurately reflected in the long term climatology even though it may be poorly captured or not at all by the coarser resolution ERA-Interim reanalyses. Also the adjustment for wind speed bias between the ERA-Interim and VMM winds is not constrained to be strictly linear, so that different wind speed ranges may be adjusted differently.
An example of this procedure is shown in Figure 17 for Springhill. This shows how the directional and speed differences of the ERA-Interim 60m data (Figure 17(b) ) are transformed to be more similar to the original downscaled VMM distribution (Figure 17 (a) ) in the final derived distribution (Figure 17(c) ). The mean wind speed is increased in the final derived distribution compared to the original downscaled model distribution to reflect that the years used in the VMM were less windy than over the whole climatological period. For larger differences between the short term VMM distribution and the corresponding period of ERA-Interim more radical changes would be expected. 
Wind Speed Maps
A mean wind speed map for a few km around a site can be derived from the VMM by using the probability distribution for hub wind speed and direction, ( ) 
An example wind map is shown for the region around Springhill at 30m in Figure 18 . Similar wind maps are also produced for the climatological extension (Section 6.1 using k P Equation (10)). These maps only account for the relative speed differences caused by orographic variation around the site, and do not take into consideration changes in surface roughness for example. Despite this limitation they help to set the VMM site wind estimate in context and show the variation that may be expected in the vicinity.
Wind atlases
The VMM technique can be adapted and applied on a grid to generate wind atlases to establish the wind climatology over a wide area, for example the updated Irish national onshore and offshore wind atlas [23] . It is possible to utilise the well developed and verified site specific method to generate a wind atlas which improves on the often used method of simply averaging raw model winds.
Although it would be possible to use the full VMM method some simplifications and adaptations were made when generating the updated Irish wind atlas, for example using fewer wind directions in the linear model (2B), made for computational efficiency, and using a different land use dataset. Full details of the method can be found in [23] .
An example 50m agl wind atlas over parts of Northern Ireland at the different stages is shown in Figure 19 on a 1km grid, generated using the hindcast data spanning 2001-2010. Figure  19 (a) shows the raw 4km (i.e. uncorrected) forecast data interpolated to 50m agl and onto a 1km grid for comparison purposes. Figure 19(b) shows the equivalent atlas once the scaled roughness correction (1As) has been applied and the final atlas is shown in Figure 19(c) where the 3D linear model correction (1As&2B) has been applied. The difference between the uncorrected and the fully corrected is presented in Figure 19 (d), which shows how over most areas the corrections increase the mean wind speed at 50m over Northern Ireland, particularly over areas of complex orography (e.g. Sperrin (north-west) and Mourne (southeast) Mountains). 
CONCLUSIONS
Archived model forecasts are a valuable resource for predicting wind climatology, particularly when local observations are not available at a comparable height. The VMM makes use of these data and applies corrections to account both for the excessive deceleration of model winds over complex orography due to the orographic drag parameterisation, and the height differences between the model and real terrain. It provides a cost-effective alternative to on-site monitoring.
We have shown that using the roughness correction based on [15] with the addition of a scaling (1As) to preserve the diurnal cycle can correct for the effect of the orographic drag, and reduce the artificial reduction in the near-surface wind speed. Then applying a 3D linear model adjustment (2B; based on [20] ) to these winds can account for the local height differences between the smoothed model and high resolution terrain at the site. This paper has shown that the resulting corrected time series of winds agree well with the observed wind speeds at a large number of sites with varying complexities, locations and heights. The range in mean biases across the complexity types is -0.02ms -1 (offshore) to 0.18ms -1 (medium complexity) and the standard deviations of the biases ranging from 0.23ms -1 (offshore) to 0.98ms -1 (high complexity).
Using UKV 1.5km model to correct for the orographic roughness (1B) in place of 1As yields a similar level of accuracy, with mean bias ranging from -0.41ms -1 (near-shore) to 0.36ms -1 (medium complexity) and the standard deviations of the biases ranging from 0.10ms -1 (offshore) to 0.93ms -1 (high complexity).
To establish a longer period climatology, the VMM time series is extended using a probability matrix method and ERA-Interim data. This enables the wind speed distributions and wind roses to be adjusted for the differences in the climatology between the years used in the VMM and those in ERA-Interim.
Traditionally wind maps around a site have relied on interpolated observations at 10m and statistical techniques; however this has been replaced on the whole by using microscale models of varying complexities including linear models and CFD. These microscale models are often expensive, and by using the methods as outlined in this paper it is possible to generate wind maps by post-processing model data, offering an alternative approach which has a physical basis. The methods outlined in this paper do not replace on-site measurements nor rigorous site assessments such as microscale modelling, however it provides a cost effective initial site screening tool and for small wind projects (up to 500kW), where microscale modelling and measurement campaigns can be prohibitively expensive, can provide a bankable alternative report. In addition to applying the VMM for individual sites it is possible to apply the same methods to gridded forecast data to produce wind atlases.
While the post-processing corrections in VMM clearly improve the accuracy of the wind predictions relative to raw model data, it is likely that further improvements could be developed. For example, although the underlying mesoscale model (UM) accounts for subgrid variations in land surface properties (through the use of a tiled land surface scheme, [24] ) these are averaged by the surface exchange scheme to provide grid-box mean fluxes and the VMM methodology does not correct for these variations locally. The representation of local variations in surface roughness, due to urban or forested areas for example and accounting for directional fetch, may further improve the VMM predictions; however the importance of such effects will depend on the hub height for which estimates are required, relative to the scale height over which local roughness variations affect the local wind profile (the blending height). For variations in roughness with a wavelength of 4km (the UK4 model grid length), the blending height is likely to be around 20m [25] suggesting that this effect is more important for wind predictions at relatively low hub heights. Further improvements might also come from the inclusion of stability effects in both the orographic roughness correction step and the 3D linear model.
For wind energy applications the VMM can be used as an efficient method for the initial assessment of a large number of potential sites. Although the VMM was initially developed for wind energy applications there are many other applications this technique could be used for, from forestry to construction. 
